Differential precession due to the planet's quadrupole moment tends to destroy the alignment of particles in inclined rings. We propose that alignment is maintained by the self-gravity of the ring. This hypothesis predicts that 8i/8a>0 across the ring. If 8i/i0<(1, 8e/e0 <(1, a8i/8a<(1, and a8e/8a< 1, a further prediction is that 8i/i 0 = 8e/e 0 • The a and /3 rings of Uranus may be used to test these predictions.
I. INTRODUCTION
As data from stellar occultations by the rings of Uranus accumulate, the shapes and kinematics of the rings become better defined. A recent analysis by French eta/. (1982) has uncovered yet another remarkable feature of the ring system; several of the rings are inclined to the planet's equator. The inclinations i (rad) are small, :S 10-3 , and generally of the same order as the eccentricities. It is not known whether the narrow ringlets in the Saturn system possess substantial inclinations. Nonzero inclinations have only been established where bending waves are excited near the 5:3 and 8:5 inclination resonances of the satellite Mimas .
The existence of inclined ringlets raises two questions. How are the inclinations produced? What maintains node alignment across an inclined ring? In similar discussions involving ring eccentricity (Goldreich and Tremaine 1978 , 1979 , it was found that the two analogous questions largely decoupled, the latter being much simpler. Accordingly, we only address the problem of node alignment here and consider the hypothesis that the ring's self-gravity cancels the tendency for differential node precession due to the planet's multipole moments.
We digress to discuss the evidence for self-gravity as the mechanism for maintaining apse alignment in eccentric rings. First, apse locking by self-gravity requires that the eccentricity e increase with semimajor axis a across a ringlet and all rings for which a width-radius relation is established show 8e/8a > 0. Examples inscattering of the Voyager I radio signal (Tyler 1982) .
For simplicity we restrict our attention to circular rings. The circular approximation is self-consistent because the interactions among circular and inclined ringlets do not generate secular perturbations of eccentricity. It is straightforward although somewhat tedious to extend the analysis to eccentric and inclined rings. (1)
The force per unit mass exerted by the wire on a ring particle p with semimajor axis and inclination aP and iP
where d is the perpendicular from the particle to the wire, d = ldl, and G is the gravitational constant. Since the rings under investigation are narrow, 8a!a<1, the wire may be locally approximated as straight. The geometry is shown in Fig. 1 . We assume that the nodes of the particle and the wire are aligned since we are only concerned with the maintenance of this alignment. The angle{} is measured from the common nodal line. A simple exercise in geometry shows that
clude the a, {3 , and E rings of Uranus and the Saturn where ringlets at 1.29R., 1.45R., and 1.96R •. Second, the selfLla =a_ aP, (4a) gravity hypothesis yields predictions for the masses of eccentric ringlets with well-determined shapes. The
masses of the eccentric Saturnian ringlets thus deduced with the subscript p denoting the ring particle. In derivare in accord with independent estimates based on the ing Eq. (3), it is implicitly assumed that 0 (Lla/ relation between optical depth and surface mass density a) = 0 (i) = 0 (Lli)< 1; higher-order terms are discarded. The node precession rate due to F is (Brouwer and Clemence 1961) dlJP ~ sin tJpFz , 
and M is the planet's mass. In writing Eq. ( 6) we do not distinguish a from aP and n from nP beca1;1se ..da~ a<( 1.
We average the precession rate over the orbital penod to obtain
Equation (8) 
where .
Na (ik-ij)
smh 2x·k = ----. .
The node precession rate due to the quadrupole moment J2 of the planet is
where R is the planet's radius. The condition that the node precession rate be the same for all wires reads
. A N ~ hk tanhxjk
where B is a constant and 
where C = ioA, D = ioB, and i0 is the mean inclination of the ring. For a8e/8a<(1, the corresponding apse precession Eq. (14) from Goldreich and Tremaine (1979) There is an alternative way to interpret Eq. ( 14) which reveals a close relation between inclined rings and bending waves. An analogous relation exists between eccentric rings and density waves. Consider a ring of mass m,.
We expect that, subject to appropriate boundary conditions, Eq. (14) would yield N independent solutions for the { i .j, each accompanied by a different B, or precession r'ate. The solutions are probably uniquely characterized by the number of sign changes of the ij which range from 0 toN-1. A sign change in the ij is equivalent to a reversal of the ascending and descending nodes. These solutions are standing bending waves; the B value gives the pattern speed; the number of sign changes of the ;. is the number of radial nodes. The nodeless solution 1 is the appropriate one for an inclined ring. In the linear limit, Eq. (14) reduces to.Eq. (15). F~r hk =liN, or uniform surface mass density, the condition for the vanishing of the determinant of Eq. (15) yields the WKB dispersion relation for linear bending waves .
III. DISCUSSION
The self-gravity hypothesis predicts that lH/lJa > 0.
The hypothesis is as plausible for node alignment as for apse alignment. An observational determination ofboth lJi and lJe would provide an excellent test of the hypothesis. If alJillJa<1 and alJe/lJa-(1, the hypothesis would predict that lJi/i 0 = lJe/e 0 • The a and{J rings of Uranus are the best,known candidates for such a test. For ring a,e 0~8 X 10-4 ,lJe~4X l0-5 ,i 0 = 3X 10-4 , which implies lJi~l.5X 10-5 • . For ring {3, e 0~4 X 10-4 , &~8 X 10-5 , i 0~ 1 X 10-4 , which implies lJi~2X 10-5 • An inclination gradient would produce a variation of the projected width of the ring on the plane of the sky of magnitude ~al)i which would be modulated at the node precession rate. The value of alJi is of order 1 km for both the a and {3 rjngs.
